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ESSnet Big Data Pilots II 

Implementation Track Meeting - 9th-10th  December 2019, Wien, Austria 

MINUTES OF THE MEETING 

The meeting started on time, according to the agenda attached as Annex 1. 

Monica Scannapieco presented the agenda of the meeting and the objectives of the meeting, as 

planned by the implementation coordination group of the project1. 

The specific objectives of the meeting that were illustrated are: 

1. Sharing state of activities of each Implementation WP. 

2. Working on coordination and synergies between WPs, also exploiting BREAL (Big data 

REference Architecture and Layers), that is in development phase by WPF. 

Objective 2 also justifies the organization of the agenda according to two tracks, with presentations 

and working sessions, namely: Web Intelligence Track, involving WPB and WPC, and Sensor Data 

Track, involving WPD and WPE.   

The Web Intelligence presentations involved  

 Tomaz Speh presented the results of WPB and the alignement to BREAL. 

 Galya Stateva presented the results of WPC and the alignement to BREAL. 

Tomaz described the main results of WPB, including a methodological framework. Then, several 

analyses made on CEDEFOP (European Centre for the Development of Vocational Training) data 

were presented, including OJA posted outside country, skills needed by educational attainment, 

comparison between OJAs etc. In addition, Tomaz showed an OJA Application architecture, 

including also scenarios for deployment at European and National level (shared, replicated, and 

autonomous). 

Galya described the main tasks of WPC and the expected deliverables. She focused on the results 

obtained so far, i.e. the ESS web-scraping policy template, the first version of the Reference 

Methodological Framework and the experimental statistics, already published on the project wiki. 

In addition to experimental statistics, there are two on-going proof-of concepts. 

With respect to alignment to BREAL, Galya illustrated a first version of the process of URLs retrieval 

and of the OBEC (Online Based Enterprise Characteristics) estimation. 

                                                           
1 The coordination group of the implementation workpackages of the ESSnet Big Data Pilots II involves the 
workpackages’ coordinators, namely Peter Struijs as project coordinator, Tomaz Speh, as coordinator of workpackage 
B “On Line Job Advertisements”, Galya Stateva, as coordinator of workpackage C “Enterprise Characteristics”, Arko 
Keskula as coordinator of workpackage D “Smart Energy”, Anke Consten as coordinator of woekpackage E “Tracking 
ships” and Monica Scannapieco, as coordinator of workpackage F “Process and Architecture” 
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A discussion on Web intelligence presentations followed. 

A first remark by Peter Struijs was related to UK participation to workpackages, and it was 

highlighted that UK is committed to continue the planned work in all the activities they are involved 

in. 

A further remark by Peter to workpackage B was related to the conditions for implementation of 

WPB objectives at National level. Tomaz replied that these conditions are still under investigation. 

There was also a remark from some countries (Switzerland and Estonia) on the quality of the OJA 

portals that is often not satisfactory. Vladimir Kvetan from CEDEFOP highlighted that the quality of 

OJA is very country specific.  

Concerning WPC, it was observed by Peter that it was important to liaise with working groups of 

production domain. Galya replied that the working groups responsible for ICT Survey and Business 

Registers were indeed in scope for being involved. Also for WPC there was a remark on the 

importance of implementations at National level. Galya replied that in Bulgaria the production 

sectors directly collaborate with the WP work. In Italy, it was observed that the processes for a 

regular-based production of OBEC still need some investments.  

Further observations were made by A. Wirthmann and A. Kovarick on implementation for both WPs, 

concerning the necessary effort either on replacing existing survey questions by outputs from WPs 

or using such outputs for validating answers. 

Aidan Condron discussed the importance of considering a stratification of enterprises in the 

Business Registers in order to proper evaluate the coverage for the enrichment of the Business 

Register with OBEC. 

Lilli  Japec observed the need of identifying the users of both OJA and Job Vacancies. She also asked 

the impact of experimental statistics published by WPC in terms of access to the page where the 

statistics are published. 

 

Arko Keskula presented the results of WPD and the alignment to BREAL. He first highlighted the 

problem of geospatial linking by stressing the need of having a common methodology for it. This 

however is in conflict with some country specificities related to geospatial representations. 

He showed a process/pipeline in BPMN to describe the main performed activity to process smart 

meters. Then, he also showed some ‘instances’ of business functions, in order to start facing the 

issue of aligning WPD architecture to BREAL. Such examples included data recoding, data validation 

on data transfer, etc.  

Anke Consten presented the results of WPE and the alignment to BREAL, together with Michal Bis 

and Christina Pierrakou. There was a first focus on generalities of WPE and the four main products: 

improve quality of statistics on port visits, Improve statistics on Inland Waterway transport, Improve 

statistics on air emissions and energy used and Development of statistics on fishing fleet. Later the 
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use of the BDTI (Big Data Test Infrastructure) was shown and some specific results were presented, 

e.g. on the effort paid to validate port visits. The alignment with respect to BREAL architecture was 

presented as well as a focus on the next steps.  

The discussion phase on the sensor data track followed. 

Peter observed that on WPD there are many obstacles towards implementation and asked Arko 

how to overcome them. Arkos remarked that no problem are present inside the countries, but there 

are issues to abstract common solutions. Peter also observed the interesting the new statistics on 

fishing fleet   produced by WPE. 

Jeroen Cornelissen highlighted the nature of ‘near real time’ statistics coming from the sensor data 

workpackages. 

The second day of the meeting started with the presentation by Monica Scannapieco of WPF results. 

Monica showed the advancements of BREAL in terms of the artefacts delivered for the Business 

Layer of the architecture and remarked the important role of the architecture for plans and 

investments maximizing reuse and sharing at European level. 

Alex Kowarick, together with Magdalena Six, Jacek Maslankowski and Sonia Quaresma presented 

the results of WPK. The main topics discussed were: Literature Overview, Typification, Quality and 

Methodology. 

Marc Debusschere and Peter Struijs presented cross-cutting activities of WPA on communication 

and management. 

M. Debusschere focused on the dissemination channels of the ESSnet, the experimental statistics 

and github links published on the wiki, and the final dissemination workshop BDES 2020 to be held 

on 24-25 November in Warsaw, followed on 26 November by a project meeting. 

Peter focused on project financing stuff, showing an overall good progress of resources 

expenditures. He also highlighted the role of the review board, giving the floor to Lilli Japec who 

commented that some work of the project could and should have an international scope, e.g. the 

work on quality, architecture and typification. He also asked what to improve. Among the 

comments, Albrecht Wirthmann suggested to have executive summaries available on the wiki for 

each deliverable, with a link to the full deliverable. 

The next presentation was by Jean-Marc Museaux who showed Eurostat’s Web Intelligence Hub 

platform. With respect to use cases, he cited OJV as a production ready use case since 2018 and 

Multi National Enterprises to be ready by end 2021. He mentioned the key overall requirements, 

the business functions and the initial application functions, with the first mappings to BREAL. During 

the discussion, Olav ten Bosch highlighted the possibility to have an automated data discovery 

functionality available on the Hub.  If the statistics community has its own search engine this would 

solve the risk of otherwise disclosing possible sensitive information to a commercial search provider 

which might now exists, for example when searching for business websites as in WP C. The possibly 
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large costs of setting up such a facility would make this an ideal candidate to add to a central Web 

Intelligence Hub. 

The rest of the second day was dedicated to working sessions on Web Intelligence and Sensor Data. 

The output of such working sessions are reported in detail in Annex 2 and Annex 3. 

Monica Scannapieco closed the meeting slightly before the planned ending time, by wrapping up 

the main achieved results and outcomes of the meeting. 
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ANNEX 1: AGENDA 

9th December 2019  

Afternoon 13:00-17:00 

 13:00-13:10 Welcome and Presentation of the Agenda (M.Scannapieco) 
 

Web Intelligence Track: 

 13:10-13:50 WPB: Results and alignment to BREAL (T.Speh) 

 13:50-14:30 WPC: Results and alignment to BREAL (G.Stateva) 

 14:30 -14:50 Discussion 

14:50- 15:10 Coffee break  

Sensor Data Track: 

 15:10-15:50 WPD: Results and alignment to BREAL (A. Keskula) 

 15:50-16:30 WPE: Results and alignment to BREAL (A. Consten) 

 16:30 – 17:00 Discussion  
Social Dinner 

 

10th December 2019 

Morning  9:00-12:30 

Cross-cutting activities: WPF, WPK, WPA  

 9:00-9:30:  WPF results (M.Scannapieco) 

 9:30-10:00 WPK results (A. Kowarick) 
10:00-10:20 Coffee break 

 10:20-10:50 WPA Presentation (P. Struijs and M. Debusschere) 

 10:50-11:30 Presentation on current development on Web Intelligence Hub (Eurostat) 

 11:30-13:00 Two Parallel Sessions on  Web Intelligence and  Sensor Data 

13:00-14:00 Lunch Break  

Afternoon 14:00-16:00 

 14:00-15:00 Two Parallel Sessions on  Web Intelligence and  Sensor Data 

 15:00 -15.45 Plenary reporting from parallel sessions  

 15:45-16:00 Closing (M. Scannapieco) 
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ANNEX 2: Web Intelligence Information and Application Architecture 

The Web Intelligence parallel session was structured into two main strands of work aimed at 

defining, respectively, (i) BREAL information architecture and (ii) BREAL application architecture. 

With respect to BREAL information architecture, the following main information objects were 

identified in the discussion: 

 Raw Data layer (see Figure 1): 

o Web (unstructured) data: 

 Enterprise web sites 

 Job advertisement portals 

 Directory web sites (e.g. yellow pages) 

 Search engine results 

 Open data sources 

 Data resulting from Domain Name Services 

 Social Media data 

 Financial reporting data 

o Structured Data 

 Business Registers 

 Survey Data 

 Training Data Sets 

o Reference/technical metadata: 

 Page views 

 Accessibilility of web sites 

 Collection timestamps 

 Convergence Layer Figure 2 

o Enterprise On the Web (EOW) 

 IdentifyingCode  

 Denomination  

 URLs 

  Addresses 

 Contacts 
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o Online Job Advertisement (OJA) 

 IdentifyingCode 

 Number of open positions 

 Company 

 Required skills 

 Advs Time period 

 Advs publishing time 

 Salary 

 Type of Contract 

o Reference/technical metadata 

 Number of simultaneous postings of jobs 

 Statistical Layer Figure 3 

o Estimated Variables- EOW: 

 (Estimated) URLs 

 Social Media Type 

 Social Media Presence 

 Ecommerce 

 (Estimated) Economic Activity 

 Job Offers 

 SDG policy support 

 Research/Innovation 

o Statistical Output – EOW 

 New enterprises classifications 

 Revised enterprises classifications 

 Indicators on estimated variables (Ecommerce, Job Offers, etc.) 

o Statistical Output –OJA 

 Flow of OJAs 

 Statistics on Skills 

 Number of OJAs 

 Regional dimension of OJAs 
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 Change in demand by occupation/skills/region 

o Reference/quality metadata: 

 Uncertainty metrics 

 

Figure 1: Web Intelligence Raw Data Layer 
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Figure 2: Web Intelligence Convergence Layer 
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Figure 3: Web Intelligence Statistical Layer 

 

With respect to BREAL application architecture, the following main application services / 
components were identified in the discussion (see Figure 4) : 

 

 Overarching 

o Linking Data 

o Workflow Manager 

o Metadata-management Service 
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 Acquisition and Recording (Business Function) 

o Authentication Service 

 API Access  

o Automated Website Retrieval 

 Blacklist (filtered out) 

o Manual Website Retrieval 

 Agreement Manager 

 Website Selector 

 Partner Selector 

o Customized Webscraping 

o Generic Webscraping 

o Storing 

 Key-Value Based 

 Document Based 

 Relational Based 

 Review and Validate (Business Function) 

o Monitoring and Validation 

 Dashboard 

 Automatic Validation 

 Data Wrangling (Business Function) 

o Language Detection 

o Ex-Post Data Filtering 

o Text-(pre)processing 

 Text mining 

 NLP (language-specific Tasks) 

o Deduplication and Merging 

o Format Standardization 

 Data Representation (Business Function) 

o Data Representation Service 

 Creation of TDM Matrix 
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 Word Embedding 

 Named Entity Recognition 

o Indexing Service 

 Modeling and Interpretation (Business Function) 

o Classification and Standardization Service 

o Machine Learning 

 Train 

 Validate 

 Test 

o Governing Training-Sets 

 Integrate Survey and Register Data (Business Function) 

o Data Exchange Service 

 Enrich Statistical Register (Business Function) 

 Shape Output (Business Function) 

o Output Building Service 

 Benchmark Comparison 

 Results Validation (Quality) 

 Small Simulation 

 

Figure 4: Web Intelligence Application Architecture 
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ANNEX 3 Sensor Data Information and Application Architecture 

Information architecture 

In the first round of the parallel session, participants of work package WPD on Smart Meters and 

work package WPE on AIS were asked to look at their projects and populate the three layers: the 

raw data layer (signal data), the convergence layer (statistical units), and the statistical layer 

(output products), see Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5: Sensor Data Information Architecture 

 

In the second round the input gathered was compared, clustered and generic components were 

derived (see  Figure 6). 

For the participants the elements both in the raw data layer (signal data) and the statistical layer 

(output products) were already very well established and as a result the focus was the 

convergence layer (statistical units).  

At this level the major conclusions were: 

- It should be considered dynamic data for example for the weather that could be shared 

between WP D and E and any other projects which use this data 
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- Whenever it is not possible to do the linkage directly to the registers being used a new 

dynamic “register” should still be produced to compare with the official one and make an 

assessment on the quality of dynamic registers that is for the moment being disregarded. 

 

 

Figure 6: Sensor Data Information Architecture refined. 

 

Application architecture 

In the first round of the parallel session, participants of work package WPD on Smart Meters and 

work package WPE on AIS were asked to look at their projects and write down the application 

service used (or functions or components) per business function of the BREAL business 

architecture (see Figure 7). 

It was easy for the participants to assign application services or components to some of the 

business functions like: 

- Modelling representation 

- Enrich Statistical Register 

- Visual Analysis 

- Deployment 

- Disseminate 
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However to the business functions that were more specific to the handling of big data it was 

harder to assign the application services.  

In these last group are the acquisition and recording and the review and validate for example 

where some validation is (can/should be) performed since the moment the contract/protocol for 

data acquisition is established and it was hard for the participants to assign the component to just 

one of the business functions. 

The other complex example arises with data representation. This business function was very well 

understood by the group in the examples where data was obtained from the web and it a 

representation had to be adopted but not in the particular cases of WP D and E with sensor data. 

 

Figure 7: Sensor Data Application Architecture 

 

In the second round the input gathered was compared, clustered and generic components were 

derived (see Figure 8).  

As a result of working together the participants were able to distinguish better the applications 

services involved and clustered for example the structural validation and the content validation 

making it easier for them to assign both to the review and validate business function. 
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Figure 8: Sensor Data Application Architecture refined. 


